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Outlined operational situation - Full awareness of sea approach situa- 
search ^ rescue - sea lift for Mobile Command - p. 312-314®
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Ei -ht squadrons - 6 in Germany - no plan to acquire additional CF lC^s - 
H at Metz and Màrville to be moved - study under way to effect savings in 
npower and money in relocation - Eellyer - pe 14.

-xTgus, Neptune and Tracker A/C to be re-equipped - p, 16,
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la there new role for Division in view no more OF 104s to be acqu...
Brewin, Eellyer,. . a mart - 43-4 

1—ainguish between roles and A/C-commitment still exists - Hellyer, 1rewin, Smit
p, 44-46

•• .osing Harville and Metz - under study Z-A and DID - .a,win, Hellyer, Fane,
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-•0, C? 1043 - Harkness - p. 50,
Effectiveness of CF 104 to ICBM - Smith, Ilellyer - p,
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-0. of A/C à squadrons - Harkness, Hellyer - p. 113-114
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- 33 AT .ve right equipment for its role? ivot yet known - analysis uysu^m 
v at isn’t? - How does it work? - Laniel, A/C Diamond, 3/L Gibson - p„ 224-225. 

do major ops» affect routine ops? How long can high rate of ops, be maintain 
-uld more Caribou A/C be an asset? Replied by A/C Diamond. - MacLean, ./C Diano

... 225-226
queries re. operational reserve for emergencies - have vs gc h crews
aircraft? - Lambert, a/G Diamond, Aellyer, W/C Diack - p. 226-L
lui:on aircraft - is number sufficient? Life expectancy - KcMul ./

G/C Morrisc... - >, 232
Request for list of A/C and relevant statistics - Laniel, .i/C Diamond, _. .233 
-ffect of major ops. on equipment - Lambert, A/C Diamond, G/C Morrison - 234-5' 
“°w would ATC handle addition of full jets? - Langlois, A/C Diamond - p. 235-236
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Characteristics of A/C under idy - 
1--5, questions re - Carter, Allard - p, 295-6
60-5, maintenance Sc equipment of - shortage of std transport plar.
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